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Abstract—Secure data aggregation still represents a very
challenging topic in wireless sensor networks’ research. In fact,
only few solutions exists to face, simultaneously, confidentiality,
integrity, adaptive aggregation, and privacy issues. Furthermore,
proposals available in literature mainly assume flat network
architectures, without leveraging the peculiarities of clustered
wireless sensor networks, which are very common in real life
deployments. This work tries to bridge the gap by proposing
a solution, namely SETA, tailored to a hybrid architecture
composed of wireless sensor nodes and wireless mesh routers
as cluster heads. In SETA, to lower the processing workload

of sensor nodes, only cluster heads are allowed to perform
integrity verification checks and message merging operations to
face possible network congestions. To prove its effectiveness, it
has been compared, using simulations, with respect to DyDAP in
several realistic settings. Results have shown that it can provide
a slight improvement of the robustness to malicious nodes and of
the sensing accuracy, while increasing the overall energy efficiency
and decreasing the signalling overhead in the network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) represent one of the
most successful technology of the ICT domain in the last
decade [1]. They are composed by a set of sensor nodes that:
sense the environment, perform basic processing functions,
establish network paths, and report collected data to one or
more sinks by means of multi-hop wireless communications.

In this context, the wireless nature of the communication
channel and the remote access increase the risk of attacks that
can lead to the violations of privacy, integrity, and confiden-
tiality of exchanged data. In particular, two common threats
may occur [2], [3]:

• Eavesdropping, that is, a malicious user could easily
discover the communication content by listening to the
messages exchanged among nodes.

• Masking, that is, a malicious node may mask its real
nature behind the identity of a node (that is authorized
to take part to the communication), trying to misroute
messages.

At the present, to preserve privacy in a WSN, the avail-
able solutions may be classified into two main groups: (i)
anonymity mechanisms based on data cloaking [2], [4]; (ii)
approaches based on privacy policy [5]. The former schemes
are based on perturbing data following some kind of criterion

[2], [4][6]-[8]. Instead, the latter approaches state who can use
individuals data, which data can be collected, for what purpose
they can be used, and how they can be distributed [5], [9], [10].

Moreover, security solutions in this field should consider
that WSN applications require the collection of a large amount
of data; thus, due to the limited power resources of sensor
nodes, it is necessary to aggregate such data in order to reduce
the amount of transmitted information [11].

Secure data aggregation in WSN is a very mature research
field and the literature reports many solutions addressing
aggregation issues and security aspects (an exhaustive and
very comprehensive view of this topic can be found in [12]).
The approaches proposed so far can be classified into two
big families depending on whether a hop-by-hop or an end-
to-end data cryptography is used. Hop-by-hop encryption is
usually based on symmetric key schemes, which demand
less computing resources than the ones using asymmetric
keys. These algorithms (e.g., see [13]-[21]), require that each
aggregator node should decrypt every message it receives in
order to allow in-network processing; obviously, this causes a
confidentiality breach. Furthermore, the application of several
consecutive encryption/decryption operations, along the path
from source to sink, can negatively impair latencies and
energy consumption. Finally, hop-by-hop aggregation requires
that each node shares secret keys with all its neighbors. To
face these problems, aggregation algorithms able to work on
ciphered data, using either asymmetric or symmetric keys
[22]-[28] have been proposed. But, such solutions have the
main limitation that they allow the use of only very simple
aggregation functions, like the sum and the average [12].

Despite this very broad variety of proposals [29], only
in [11] a solution (namely DyDAP) has been conceived to
address, at the same time: confidentiality, integrity, adaptive ag-
gregation, and privacy issues. Unfortunately, DyDAP has been
mainly conceived for flat network architectures made by nodes
with homogeneous capabilities. In reality, in WSNs nodes
have different capabilities (e.g., memory, processor, power
consumption, transmission range, and so on) and many of these
networks are build upon a hierarchical clustered infrastructure
where, at the the lowest layer, each cluster of nodes is grounded
to a Cluster Head (CH), whereas at the highest one, the CHs
form a high speed wireless mesh backbone to convey messages
to the sink [30]. To overcome this limitation, we propose in



this work an approach based on a new algorithm, i.e., the
SEcure sharing of TAsks (SETA), which leverages the different
energy and computational capabilities of sensors and CHs. In
SETA, sensor nodes will only perform the sensing and the
encryption of the data; while CHs will verify the integrity of
the received data and, in case of no secure violation, aggregate
the data according to the congestion level of the network. In
this manner, more complex operations are accomplished only
by nodes with more capabilities extending, at the same time,
the lifetime of the whole network.

The main features that characterize and distinguish SETA
with respect to DyDAP, highlighting the novelty of the present
proposal, are:

1) the adoption of a hybrid architecture, more suitable for
real environments and WSN applications where nodes
have different capabilities. Sensor nodes are members of
clusters communicating to CHs, whereas mesh routers are
CHs communicating with the sink. The defined architec-
ture allows to make a strict task sharing among network
nodes (sensors and mesh routers) in order to overcome
the limited power resources of sensor nodes.

2) The definition of a new protocol for the data integrity
verification, based on hash functions. It allows to reduce
DyDAP overhead due to integrity check messages. In fact,
in SETA the use of both hybrid architecture and hashing
technique allow the assignment for the integrity Controller
role [31] only to mesh routers. Notice that in DyDAP all
sensor nodes perform the Controller role and then many
messages are exchanged, with an overhead and a related
power consumption.

It is worth to note that our work provides a contribution
in the field of privacy by defining a role-based context-
independent solution that guarantees anonymity of nodes be-
fore data are collected into a database. Thus, the solution we
are going to propose may be combined with both data cloaking
mechanisms and some other privacy policy based approaches.

The effectiveness of SETA has been compared with respect
to DyDAP algorithm by using the Omnet simulator[32] in
several realistic settings. In particular, the evaluation of the
power consumption in transmission and reception has been
considered. Results have shown that SETA is able to reduce the
communication overhead of DyDAP while, at the same time,
it provides a slightly better sensing accuracy and robustness to
malicious nodes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section II describes the reference scenario and the founda-
tions on which SETA is based. Section III presents SETA in
details, while Section IV reports the simulation results that
demonstrate the effectiveness of SETA. Finally, Section V
draws some conclusions and provides hints for future works.

II. REFERENCE SCENARIO

A. Network Architecture

The SETA algorithm entails a clustered WSN (see Fig. 1)
where every cluster is made of several sensor nodes grounded
at a CH. The CHs are connected to each other forming a
wireless multi-hop mesh backbone and deliver data to the sink.

The key aspect of SETA is to perform a sharing of tasks,
based on the different energy and computational capabilities
of sensors and CHs. In fact, the former are very constrained in
terms of energy and processing resources. The latter, instead,
can be assumed to be: (i) grid powered (or with a huge energy
availability) and (ii) able to run more complex algorithms
[33]. For this reason, in SETA sensor nodes will only perform
the sensing and the data encryption; whereas CHs will verify
the integrity of the received data and, in case of no secure
violation, aggregate the data according to the congestion level
of the network. The CHs implement the secure aggregation
scheme also for data coming from different clusters. In this
way, it will be possible to face: sensor energy consumptions,
network congestions, privacy, and security issues.

 

Fig. 1. Reference network model in SETA.

Concerning secure aggregation, sensor nodes adopt ho-
momorphic stream ciphers, such as the one presented by
Castelluccia et al. [24]. They allow the CH to aggregate
data without deciphering them. After the aggregation process,
the CH generates the Aggregated Message (AMEX), which
properly contains the aggregated data.

We assume that nodes are aware of their own geographical
position and that they access the wireless channel by using
a CSMA-like MAC protocol [34]. The broadcast nature of
wireless channel allows a node to determine, by overhearing
the channel, if its messages are received and forwarded by its
neighbors [35].

Moreover, we assume that in nodes and CHs, messages,
before their transmission, may be queued in a buffer. Whenever
the message input rate at a node (obtained as the sum of the
local and transit traffic rates) exceeds the message forwarding
rate at MAC layer (which depends on the MAC protocol, the
radio channel, and the network topology), messages are queued
in such a transmission buffer. Therefore, if no countermeasure
is taken upon the saturation of the message forwarding rate,
the transmission queue increases up till its maximum limit
and, as a consequence, there are message losses due to traffic
congestion. These losses have two negative effects: (i) they
waste energy resources; (ii) they can severely impair the
estimation accuracy of the WSN.



The approach presented in this paper exploits data ag-
gregation at CH level to avoid traffic congestion: when the
transmission queue builds up, data therein are aggregated to
keep the queue length under its maximum limit. In order to
identify the list of the nodes whose encrypted sensed data
belong to, the AMEX message has in its header a list of
the identifiers (ids) of the nodes involved in the monitoring
process. By means of the node ids, the sink is able to associate
the right node key which must be used for the decryption
process.

The entire procedure, exploited to securely aggregate and
convey the samples collected by the sensor nodes to the sink,
can be decomposed into the following steps:

1) Sensor nodes generate their encrypted data headed for the
sink, sending them to a CH.

2) Each CH receives packets coming from sensor nodes in
its cluster and from other CHs. Received packets are
stored in a local queue and then the integrity of the data
contained in the packets is verified. In case of privacy
violation, a notification error is sent to the sink. Otherwise
the data are aggregated according to the congestion level
of the networks and the CH generates a AMEX packet
sent to the sink.

3) The sink receives all the AMEX packets, deciphers ci-
phered data, and computes the more relevant statistical
information (e.g., average and/or variance), with a high
assurance level about the accuracy of the received infor-
mation, thanks to the exploitation of the integrity violation
notification.

B. Keys, functions, and roles

Encryption and decryption operations follows from the
privacy model presented in [31]. Each node in the network
(sensor or CH) represents a member of the network either
interested in processing data or involved by this process. In
particular, nodes are characterized by functions and roles. The
former represents the task performed by a node in the network
where it operates (e.g., data sensing, message transmission,
message forwarding, data aggregation, and so on); whereas
the latter is a key concept [36] to characterize sensor nodes
and CHs with respect to the privacy feature.

In detail, each sensor node plays two different roles:
Subject, to represent nodes that sense data, and Processor, to
represent nodes that process data by performing some kind
of action on them (e.g., transmission, forwarding.). Instead,
each CH, a part from performing the role of Subject when
generates/aggregates data and of Processor when performing
actions like transmission and forwarding, could play also the
role of Controller when it verifies the actions executed by
processors. Notice that a sensor node and a CH can play more
than one role.

In the considered scheme, each node(sensor or CH) owns
a hashing key (HK) which allows it to verify the integrity
of the received data. Moreover, each node has a set of keys
that are used according also to the considered function-role
couple. Summarizing, there are four type of keys according
to the function-role couple or the hash function: Sensing-
Subject (SS), Transmitter-Processor (TP), Notifier-Controller
(NC), and a HK.

The sink owns the key sets of all the nodes of the whole
network. It is important to remark that the key distribution
method is out of the scope of this work.

III. THE SETA FRAMEWORK

Herein, we presents the integrated framework SETA whose
goal is to provide an end-to-end secure data aggregation
scheme with privacy capabilities. More specifically, its objec-
tives are: (i) data integrity; (ii) anonymity; (iii) energy efficient
usage of the WSN; and (iv) end-to-end secure data aggregation.
Thus, in what follows we provide an thorough discussion about
the structure of exchanged messages, the protocols, and the
algorithms that SETA exploits to meet the previous mentioned
goals.

A. Message structure

In SETA, a message is the basic application unit exchanged
by the nodes of the network. In what follows, exchanged
messages are denoted by mn,q , where n indicates the node
that generated and transmitted the message;whereas q uniquely
identifies the message among those generated by the node n.

According to the model described in [31], messages may
contain data that can be further classified as: identifiable data
(they include the information useful for identifying a node) and
sensed data (they include all information sensed by nodes).

A sensed data, before reaching the sink, passes through
different nodes of the network (i.e., multi-hop communication)
by means of different messages. The integrity of the transmit-
ted data, also encrypted, should be the object of a malicious
security attack, which should modify the value of the sensed
or aggregated data. To overcome this issue, a countermeasure
is represented by the adoption of a hashing procedure. In our
solution the hash of the encrypted sensed or aggregated data
is calculated by the sensor nodes or the CH and, then, also the
hash is encrypted, to add another security level and to avoid
attacks that modify both the hash and the related data. The
encrypted hash information is transmitted in the header of the
message, allowing the verification of the message integrity, as
explained in details below.

A SETA message mn,q can be defined as a tuple in which
all fields, unless otherwise specified, are ciphered.

mn,q=〈cnq, snq, D,Hc, σ
2
D, pxy, σ

2
P , πxy, e, χnq, enq, Ln, Sn〉

where

• cnq is the couple (n, q) identifying the current mes-
sage.

• snq is the couple (ns, qs) or (ri, qs) where ns or ri
identifies the Subject sensor node or the CH, respec-
tively, that either sensed or aggregated the data, and
qs identifies such a message among those transmitted
by ns or ri. In case of error notification ri identifies
the CH that discovered the error.

• D is the data either sensed or aggregated by the node
described by snq .

• Hc is the hash of the D used by a CH to verify
the integrity of the received data. It is important to



highlight that the hash is calculated on the field D
that is encrypted.

• σ2
D is the variance associated with D. In case of aggre-

gated messages, this field expresses how much spread
are sensed data, aggregated in the same message.

• pxy is the geographical position (x, y) of the node
described by snq. This field is in clear.

• σ2
P is the variance associated with pxy. This field is

in clear. It has the same functionality ad σ2
D , but it

refers to the geographical coordinates.

• πxy is the ciphered version of pxy. It is included in
order to detect any possible modification of pxy made
by a malicious node.

• e is set to 1 if an error is detected, otherwise it is
equal to 0.

• χnq is the couple (ns, qs) that in case of error notifica-
tion identifies the node that either sensed or aggregated
the correct data and the identifier of the message
transmitted by such a node.

• enq is the couple (nm, qm) that identifies the node
that generated the error message and the identifier of
the message reporting the error transmitted by such a
node.

• Ln is a list of the nodes which forward the data
towards the sink. This field is important also for
identifying malicious nodes. In fact, the CHs should
make an analysis of the node routing paths, identifying
malicious nodes which should adopt a flooding routing
instead a multicast tree distribution. The monitoring of
the route by means of the list Ln allows the block of
this malicious behavior.

• Sn is a list of nodes that processed the original data.
It is used by the sink to identify the keys required in
the decryption process of received data. Depending on
the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) of the underlying
link layer, the size of this list is upper bounded. For
now on, we will refer to idM as the maximum number
of ids that can be concatenated to form the Ln.

It is worthwhile to note that χnq and enq are used only
in the case of error notification, i.e., when e is set, and that
the encryption of the fields cnqand snq , besides supporting
integrity, guarantees anonymity.

We consider two possible different encryption (decryption)
functions denoted by Ec and E∗

c (Dc and D∗

c ). Functions Ec

and Dc must provide an homomorphic encryption schema as
introduced in [24]; instead, functions E∗

c and D∗

c may not.
This means that Ec and E∗

c (Dc and D∗

c ) may be or not be
the same function.

B. SETA protocols

In this section, we present the following protocols used by
SETA:

• Sensing, which defines the actions that a node carries
out when data are sensed.

• Integrity Verification, which defines the actions carried
out in order to identify malicious behavior.

• Data Aggregation, which comprises the actions that a
node carries out to aggregate received messages into
a new message.

1) Sensing: Let n be a node sensing a data d from the
environment where it is located. Moreover, let us assume that
the position of n is represented by the coordinates (xn, yn).
According to the function-role classification, when sensing
d, the node acts as a SS and therefore the node encrypts d
using the corresponding key, kn,SS . Let q denote the number
of messages that n already transmitted over the network.
Then, the node calculates the hash of the encrypted data
field and encrypts the obtained result with its own hash key,
kn,HK . Thus, the message mn,q+1 is prepared according to
the structure discussed in the previous section. Once ready it
is queued in the transmission buffer. Note that, when preparing
the message, the node acts as a TP and, therefore, all the
cyphered fields (but D and Hc) are encrypted using the key
kn,TP . In particular, for each field of mn,q+1, we have

cn,q+1 = (E∗

c {n, kn,TP }, E
∗

c{q + 1, kn,TP })

sn,q+1 = (E∗

c {n, kn,TP }, E
∗

c{q + 1, kn,TP })

D = Ec{d, kn,SS}

Hc = Ec{hash(D), kn,HK}

σ2
D = 0; pxy = (xn, yn)

σ2
P = 0

πxy = (Ec{xn, kn,TP }, Ec{yn, kn,TP })

e = 0; χnq = ǫ; enq = ǫ

Ln = (E∗

c {n, kn,TP }, E
∗

c{q + 1, kn,TP })

Sn = (E∗

c {n, kn,TP }, E
∗

c{q + 1, kn,TP })

where ǫ represents an empty field.

Note that for the field πxy since coordinates have a finite
representation, we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that they
are represented by integer numbers.

2) Integrity Verification: Let mj,h be a message received
by a CH. The message is analyzed to find out whether an
integrity violation has been performed. More in details, the
CH calculates the hash of the field D of the received message
and then encrypts the output with the hash key, kn,HK . If
the obtained result matches with the field Hc of the received
message any security violation has been performed and the
data are aggregated, according to congestion level of the
network, following the same algorithm as in DyDAP [11].
Instead, if they do not match, then the received message should
be considered as corrupted and therefore the CH transmits over
the network an error notification message structured as follows.



Notice that in this last case the CH acts as NC.

cnq = (E∗

c {ri, kri,TP }, E
∗

c{q + 1, kri,TP })

snq = (E∗

c {ri, kri,TP }, E
∗

c{q + 1, kri,TP })

D = ǫ ; Hc = 0; σ2
D = 0

pxy = (xri , yri)

σ2
P = 0; πxy = ǫ ; e = 1

χnq = mj,h.snq

enq = mj,h.cnq

Ln = mj,h.Ln ∪ Ec{ri, kri,TP }

Sn = mj,h.Sn

where mj,h.f denotes the field f of the received message mj,h

and ǫ represents an empty field..

Notice that field snq identifies the CH which found the
error (i.e., node ri); field χnq equals the content of field snq of
the received message;field enq equals field cnq of the received
message to provide information on where the error occurred;
e is set to 1 to indicate that the current message is an error
message. The fields D and πxy are left empty. Finally, the new
message is queued in the transmission buffer. The use of the
hash function allows us to assign the role of security controller
to the CH, reducing the amount of the network traffic, and,
in particular, of the overhead in comparison with DyDAP in
which the role of controller is performed by all the nodes of
the network.

3) Data Aggregation: Whenever the number of messages in
the transmission buffer exceeds a given threshold, messages are
aggregated to avoid buffer overflow, using the same algorithm
as in DyDAP [11].

In particular, the aggregation strategy iteratively operates
to arrange enqueued messages in a suitable number of aggre-
gation groups. Then, the messages of each aggregation group
are merged into a single message. As a result the number of
messages in the transmission buffer decreases. Notice that error
messages (i.e., messages having the field e set to 1) are not
considered.

The only difference with respect to DyDAP, as regard
to data aggregation process, is that, in SETA only CHs are
allowed to perform data aggregation.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section discusses the effectiveness of SETA’s approach
considering data accuracy and security and comparing its
behavior with respect to the DyDAP protocol. More in details,
it will be shown that SETA, like DyDAP, guarantees: privacy,
security congestion control, a good level of delay, and data
accuracy also after the aggregation process. In addition, SETA,
thanks to the adoption of a mesh architecture that allows a
strict sharing of tasks, is able to provide a saving of power
consumption for each nodes and for the whole network. In
fact, as regard sensor nodes, they perform less actions than in
DyDAP;whereas as regard the whole netowrk, in SETA the
controller role is performed only by the CHs, as just we said,
and the definition of the integrity verification protocol (based
on a hashing approach) allows the reduction of the power
consumption in comparison with DyDAP. In order to show
these aspects, in simulations we compare SETA and DyDAP

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS: DEFAULT VALUES

Param. Description Topology

1

Topology

2

Topology

3

N Number of nodes 50 100 200

C Cluster Number 3 3 3

N1 Nodes in cluster 1 20 30 70

N2 Nodes in cluster 2 10 30 60

N3 Nodes in cluster 3 20 40 70

M Percentage of mali-

cious nodes

10% 10% 10%

P Interval time of data

generation

2s 2s 2s

PcKmax Max Packet size 93 bytes 93 bytes 93 bytes

brc Cluster bit rate 250 kbps 250 kbps 250 kbps

brb Backbone bit rate 11 Mbps 11 Mbps 11 Mbps

Q
m

CH buffer size 200 msgs 200 msgs 200 msgs

Sm CH percentage of

buffer size empty-

ing

70%-90% 70%-90% 70%-90%

Qn Node buffer size 100 msgs 100 msgs 100 msgs

S
n

Node percentage of

buffer size empty-

ing

70% 70% 70%

Tab DyDAP table size 50 msgs 100 msgs 500 msgs

t
S

Duration of simula-

tion

200 s 200s 200s

in terms of: percentage of messages received by the sink, as an
indication that the aggregation strategy is effective in avoid-
ing congestion episodes; the percentange of error notification
messages, advising malicious behavior received by the sink, as
a measure of the transmission overhead; the percentage of the
detected errors, as a measure of the robustness towards mali-
cious behavior. Finally, we show the data accuracy, the delay,
and the power consumption obtained by using, SETA and Dy-
DAP. In particular, we estimate the data accuracy by means of a
comparison between the environmental temperature estimated
by the sink and the environmental temperature sensed by the
sensor nodes. We quantify the power consumption using the
energy consumption models presented in [37]. These models
have been derived using an empirical evaluation of the power
consumption of typical wireless devices using Energino, a
real time energy consumption monitoring toolkit. The high
performances of Energino in term of both sampling frequency
and resolution allow us to precisely isolate the impact of
specific traffic patterns on the overall energy consumption of
wireless devices.

Notice that the features of SETA concerning privacy (e.g.,
anonymity and data integrity) are not the target of such
simulations even though they are achieved by means of the
protocols investigated herein. In fact, privacy management
depends on the design choices made in order to develop SETA
according to the privacy model described in [11].

In order to exploit the header compression gain due to
6LoWPAN standard [38], we have encapsulated SETA mes-
sages in a IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4 stack as specified in [39].
The simulations have been realized by using the OMNET++
simulator [32]; three different topologies are investigated,
characterized by different number of sensor nodes and CHs
as shown in the Tab. I, which contains also all the parameters
used for the simulations.



A. Simulation results

Herein, we discuss simulation results. Reported results
refer only to the topology 1 of Tab. I, since similar outcomes
have been obtained for the other topologies. As first, Figures
2 and 3 show a comparison between SETA and DyDAP in
terms of amount of the messages received by the sink, with
a percentage of malicious node equal to 10%, when the Sm

parameter in SETA is set equal to 70% and 90%, respectively.
This parameter represents the set point on the transmission
buffers of the CHs that the aggregation algorithm seeks to
reach to avoid packet losses. The higher Sm the higher the
steady state queue level that SETA tries to settle. As just we
said above, the percentage of aggregated messages is a measure
of the effectiveness of the aggregation strategy, which, to avoid
congestion episodes, merges multiple messages in one AMEX
packet. It is worth to note that SETA and DyDAP differ in
the quota of aggregated messages depending of the value of
Sm. This means that such a parameter can be tuned to tailor
SETA (or DyDAP) to the specific needs of the application
domain, the WSN is adopted for. Furthermore, the lower
percentage of error notification messages of SETA reduces
the transmission overhead with respect to DyDAP. Such a
behavior, as show in Figure 4, is emphasized as the percentage
of malicious nodes increases. To shed a further light on this
peculiarities of SETA, figure 5 reports the overall number of
messages transmitted within the WSN in ideal conditions (i.e.,
no malicious nodes) and when the percentage of malicious
nodes is 10%. From these results it is straightforward noticing
that, when malicious nodes are present, SETA is able to reduce
the network load due to a clever management of integrity
checks with respcet to DyDAP. On the other side, in ideal
conditions, DyDAP achieves a lower load because notification
meassages are absent.
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Fig. 2. Number of message received by the sink when in SETA Sm is 70%.

The decrease of the amount of the error notification mes-
sages is not associated to a smaller robustness towards the
malicious behavior. This is shown in Figure 6, where it is
evident that SETA detects a similar percentage of integrity
violations in comparison with DyDAP.

The good performance of SETA is also shown in terms of
data accuracy (see Figs. 7 and 8), although the percentage of
aggregated data is higher. Hence, we evaluate the delay intro-
duced by the adoption in SETA of a hierarchical architecture
and we measure the corresponding CDF. The results, in Fig.
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Fig. 3. Number of message received by the sink when in SETA Sm is 90%.
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Fig. 4. Error notification overhead.

9, demonstrate that SETA and DyDAP have a very similar
behavior, meaning that the timeliness of sensing operations is
not compromised by the SETA approach, even if it requires a
smaller processing power.

Finally, in order to provide a complete view of the SETA
performance, the power consumption has been evaluated,
as shown in Fig. 10. Notice that with DyDAP the energy
consumption is slightly higher than using SETA because of
the higher number of notifications that sensor nodes have to
handle.

Summarizing, the robustness of SETA towards malicious-
ness and its data accuracy have been obtained without any
increase of overhead, delay or energy consumption.
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Fig. 10. Mean energy consumption of nodes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper the new SETA solution has been conceived in
order to address, at the same time, in a WSN: confidentiality,
integrity, adaptive aggregation, and privacy issues. With respect
to previous approaches reported in literature, this new scheme
allows to take into account the different capabilities of nodes
in the WSN, thus reducing computational overhead and power
consumption, while increasing the whole network lifetime.
The effectiveness of such a new proposal has been proved by
simulations in comparison with respect to the recent DyDAP
solution. In particular, results have highlighted that SETA
is able to fullfill the same design goals as DyDAP while
improving robustness against attacks of malicious nodes, envi-
ronmental data accuracy, and communication overhead. In the
next future we are extending SETA fucntionalities for handling
multimedia data. Hence, we are evaluating the adoption of
SETA in a more complex Internet of Things framework.
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